Furthermore, an asymmetry in the effect has been observed, namely the fragments with atomic numbers smaller than that of the projectile are more forward peaked than the fragments with atomic number larger than that of the projectile.
The above observations have been interpreted in terms of a diffusion mechanism along the mass asymmetry degree of freedom of an otherwise completely thermalized "intermediate complex" whose shape corresponds approximately to that of two touching fragments. 1 -3 ' 5 ' 6 The diffusion along the asymmetry coordinate generates a progressive time delay in the population of fragments with Z's farther removed from that of the projectile. This time delay is reflected in the average decay times of the various fragments.
As the average decay time increases and becomes comparable with or greater than the mean rotational period of the "intermediate complex", the angular distributions tend to become symmetric about 90° and to assume the 1/ sine
shape. thick. The pulses originating in the two telescopes were fed to standard linear and logic circuitry and were routed to a single ADC system through an analogue multiplexer. The digitized data were fed on line to a PDP-15 computer through a CAMAC system. The data were finally recorded on magnetic tape for off-line analysis. Monitoring of the experiment was performed on line by means of an x,y storage scope and off-line by printing E,~E maps.
A more detailed presentation of the data acquisition system has been published elsewhere. 2 ' 3
III.
DATA REDUCTION
The data reduction has been performed off-line on a PDP-9 computer.
The E,~E contour maps generated from the data at each angle show well defined ridges corresponding to the various atomic numbers. The Z resolution is quite good up to and above Z = 32 under optimal conditions. Because MOre detailed infonnation regarding the data reduction procedure has been
published elsewhere. ' Some kinematic features of the reactions are given in Table 1 .
IV. THE KINETIC ENERGY DISTRIBUTIONS
In this reaction, as in other previously studied heavy ion reactions, the kinetic energy spectra are characterized by two components: a high energy component which we call "quasi elastic", and a low energy component can observe that, at sufficiently backward angles, the averagekinetic energies become independent of angle. At the forward angles close to the grazing angle, the mean kinetic energies tend to become larger. This is particularly true close to Z = 18, but it is also quite evident for other particles with Z < 18. The quasi elastic component at times appears as a well defined peak;
at others it appears to mix with the relaxed component, thus generating broad distributions. In fact in these cases it is not at all clear whether it is legitimate to assume the existence of two distinct processes or whether one is dealing with a continuum of intermediate stages of relaxation.
V.
THE CHARGE DISI'RIBliTION
The laboratory cross sections at each angle are plotted as a function of atomic number in Fig. 4 for both energies~ The center of mass cross sections integrated over a fixed angular r·ange are given in Table 2 . The general appearance of these cross sections is quite similar at both bombarding energies. At forward angles a very sharp peak is visible close to Z = 18.
This peak is quite asynnnetric. To the right, for Z > 18, the cross section drops very rapidly, whUe to the left, for Z < 18, it decreases rather slowly.
For sufficiently large laboratory angles, for instance elab = 70° at 288 MeV bombarding energy and elab = 60° at 340 MeV bombarding energy, the peak is absent and the cross sections appear to vary smoothly with Z. The asynunetry of the peak is closely associated with the kinetic energy spectra. Above Z = 18, the kinetic energy spectra are relaxed and their width is essentially constant throughout the entire angular range. Below Z = 18, the kinetic energy spectra cannot be easily separated into the relaxed and quasi elastic components. The cross sections reported here are obtained by integrating the kinetic energy spectrum irrespective of its width. Therefore they may incorporate a substantial amount of quasi elastic cross section which, not surprisingly, is concentrated about the atomic number of the projectile. On the other hand, as observed elsewhere, the qualitative agreement between the experiment and this statistical prediction only indicates that the mechanism responsible for the observed cross section is sensitive to the ratio Vz/T. It does not imply automatically that the distribution is 9 9
-9-purely statistical in nature. Further evidence of a Vz/T effect can be seen in the cross sections when plotted as a function of angle for each Z (Fig. 7) . At small Z's the cross sections for the 288 MeV bombarding energy are lower than the corresponding cross sections for the 340 .MeV bombarding energy. At large Z's the opposite is true, namely the cross section for 288 MeV is actually larger than that for 340 MeV. The pivoting Z appears to be somewhere between.l8 and 21. This can be explained as a Vz/T effect, whereby, at the larger energy (or temperature), the regions of high and low potential are more nearly equalized in the cross section than at the lower energy (or temperature). In this respect, it is quite possible that the unla10wn change in Q, window associated with the change in bombarding energy may be partially responsible for such an effect.
However, the explanation in terms of temperature change seems more plausible.
As a genercll conunent, the similarity of the Z distribution of the relaxed component with fission is quite striking. One can hardly avoid the association of the observed distribution with the left-hand side tail of a fission distribution. And yet, at least up to Z= 30, asynunetric angular distributions indicate that there is at least part of the cross section which cannot be called just fission. And even for the rest of the cross section, higher up in Z, one must be dealing with a very peculiar kind of fission, with a compound nucleus that has hundreds of ' t>leV of excitation energy and, even at the lowest Q, wave has hardly any fission barrier left.
VI.
'!'HE ANGULAR DISTRIBliTIONS
The center-of-mass angular distributions for the fragments of various atomic numbers and for both 288 MeV and 340 MeV bombarding energies -10- are shown in Fig. (7) . In these graphs, any quasi elastic component of the cross section identified as a separate peak has been eliminated. For the case in which no decomposition of the kinetic energy spectrum appeared tobe feasible, the point has not been plotted. This procedure has been adopted in the attempt to obtain angular distributions for the relaxed components only. Unfortunately, as noted before, for atomic numbers below Z = 18 the kinetic energy spectra in the forward direction appear to be anomalously broad. In other words, for these fragments either the relaxation of the kinetic energy is not complete or the quasi elastic component severely overlaps with the relaxed component, so that no correct decomposition is possible. Consequently, it is not clear how to interpret these angular distributions, because the kinetic energy spectra change quite substantially in width when one moves from forward to backward directions. The very strong forward peaking of these angular distributions appears to be associated more with the presence of a non-relaxed component than otherwise.
It is quite possible that for higher bombarding energies, the overlapping of quasi elastic and relaxed components is not so severe.
On the other hand, the fragments with Z>l8 do not suffer from such a However, the potential energy trough at symmetry is not. well developed for most of the ~ waves, so that, for Z > 18, the potential energy is rather flat. In the present case of Au+Ar, the injection point is well to the right of the Businaro-Gallone mountain, in a region where the potential energy is steeply falling towards symmetry. Consequently, in the latter case, diffusion is driven by the potential energy towards large Z's, which in turn, permits their early decay and results in forward peaking. In the former cases the potential energy either hampers or does not help diffusion to populate large Z's, thus resulting in a rapidly fading forward peaking.
A possible temperature effect is also seen in the angular distributions at the two energies. At the lower energy the angular distributions appear to be sharper than at the higher energy, perhaps because the Center-of-mass angular distributions for various atomic numbers. The quasi elastic contributions have been subtracted when present as a distinct peak. This could not be done for Z < 18. The dashed curves plotted for Z = 27, 28 and 29 correspond to l/sin8 distributions. . . 
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